• Monday, October 10th
Writing: Create a painting of your favorite place. (Write a short description of your favorite place). Example: my favorite place is a park, there is green grass, there are beautiful trees, and there is a small pond. Ducks swim in the pond.

• Tuesday, October 11th
Spelling: In your notebook from your spelling list 2 part A practice and write them two times in fancy letters.

• Wednesday, October 12th
Vocabulary: Read, draw and write the hour in each picture. (Write the paragraph in your notebook, draw the pictures and write the hour).

There Are Many Chores at Our Family’s Organic Farm

At five thirty in the morning we milk the cows, at six ten, we feed the chickens and collect the eggs. At six forty, we make the butter. At seven fifty we pick up the vegetables. At eight twenty five, we take butter and vegetables to farmer’s market. We brush the sweep and collect the wool at eight thirty. At nine fifty, we make the compost, we use leaves and organic garbage. We put fresh compost in the garden at nine forty-five. It makes grow the plants healthy and strong.

• Thursday, October 13th
Grammar: Write 10 sentences. (Write 10 sentences using there is or there are also countable and uncountable nouns then draw a picture about).

Example: There are a few mushrooms.
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